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Fujinon  XF 50-140mm f/2,8 R LM OIS WR

· Lightweight constant aperture f/2.8 stabilized telephoto zoom lens
· 76-213mm (full frame equivalent)
· Optical image stabilization with up to 5 stop reduction
· Six ED, one Super ED elements, Nano GI coating
· Tripple linear motors provides silent, precise, fast focusing
· Rounded 7-blade diaphragm
· Weather resistant structure, operable down to -10°C

A telephoto zoom offering the most frequently used telephoto focal lengths, equivalent to 76mm* to 213mm*, and a maximum aperture 
of F2.8. 
It features the latest technology, including dust / water and low temperature resistance, a triple linear motor, and the world's top image 
stabilization technology in its class, so that users do not miss a shot in any conditions. 
Its advanced performance makes it a perfect choice, not only for portraiture and snapshots, but also to capture fast-moving subjects in 
sports or wildlife photography, and for general outdoor nature photography.

*35mm format equivalent.

23 elements  shape the light
Designed for clarity and strong contrast, this lens captures every detail in each scene. The Nano GI (Gradient Index) coating reduces 
ghosting and lens flair when shooting into strong light. 
The use of six ED lens elements including one Super ED (extra-low dispersion) lens minimises chromatic aberration to achieve a high 
level of image resolving power. The lens configuration and coating, has been applied to deliver clarity, free of dullness or haziness, 
allowing the photographer to capture what their eyes see.

As quick  as you
This is neither a long-distance runner or a sprinter. The lens makes a dash from the minimum shooting distance to infinity, and back 
again repeatedly. There are three requirements. It must be fast, quiet and maintain balance across its zooming range and at any 
shooting distance, so as not to have any impact on your grip holding the lens. The balanced form eliminates camera shake for high-
speed shooting.

Time to take control
The lens has five-stop image stabilisation inside, and can deliver up to six-stops when mounted on a camera with in-body image 
stabilisation. At the longest end of the zoom, 140mm, the slowest shutter speed when hand-holding should be 1/125 sec to avoid 
camera shake. 
The OIS allows you to use a shutter speed of 1/4 sec! Concentrate on your subject and have the creative freedom to choose a wider 
range of shutter speeds. You can also benefit in low light, as you don't have to increase ISO sensitivity or rely on a tripod.

Stay mobile
Large-diameter zooms are typically very heavy, limiting where you can use the lens and what pictures you can take, however this lens 
weighs less than 1kg. After a day of shooting with the lens, when you head home and realise that there is no strain on your shoulders 
or arms, that is the moment you appreciate its true value.

Ready  for the elements
Any professional lens needs to overcome all shooting conditions, especially adverse weather. The dust- and moisture-resistant 
construction of the lens allows you to immerse yourself in shooting, even during rain or sandy environments.
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Specifikationer:

Producent Fuji

Kategori Objektiv

Objektiv type Zoom

Brændvidde type Normal

Tele

Objektiv mount X (Fuji)

Kompatible mounts X (Fuji)

Fullframe Nej

Macronærgrænse 1

Macro Ja

Billedestabilisator Ja

Autofokus Ja

Vejrbestandig Ja

Intern fokus Ja

Modlysblænde Incl.

Linseelement / Gruppe 23/16

Nærgrænse 100

Blændelameller 7

Største blænde F/2,8

Mindste blænde F/22

Brændvidde 50-140

Diameter 82.9

Længde 175.9

Vægt 995

Filter diameter 72

Leverandør Fuji
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